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A MUST ATTEND EVENT

WHAT TO EXPECT

The LexisNexis® Risk Solutions Digital Identity Summit
is an exclusive, invitation-only event for thought leaders
and executives spanning customer authentication,
digital channels, and fraud and risk disciplines. Designed
specifically for innovators, disruptors and visionaries in
the identity space — it is a must attend event.

· In-person networking with
industry peers and colleagues

· Industry insights from
leading analysts

· Keynote speakers in the
fraud and identity space

· Technical sessions, demos
and deployment reviews

· Customer insights panels

· Social events with live
entertainment

INNOVATE. IDENTIFY. AUTHENTICATE.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

The theme for the 13th annual Digital Identity Summit is Innovate. Identify.
Authenticate. In this digital first economy, identity authentication is central
to solving fraud and cyber threat challenges. Establishing and maintaining
trust in a consumer’s genuine identity is essential for all transactions and
organizations. The 2022 Digital Identity Summit will focus on how today’s
digital transformation leaders can outsmart fraud and build stronger customer
relationships through innovation, identification, and authentication.
Join the digital identity revolution.

Dakota Gruener
Executive Director
ID2020

JOIN US IN PERSON AT THE LOEWS CORONADO BAY RESORT
Perched on a 15-acre peninsula, there’s simply nothing like Loews Coronado Bay
Resort, surrounded by shimmering bay waters and the San Diego skyline.

Contact your LexisNexis® Risk Solutions sales representative
to inquire about access to this invite-only event.
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